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Agricultural Small Hydro Systems in Western Colorado:  

A Collection of Feasibility Case Studies 

 

Introduction 
Flux Farm Foundation contributes to the economic viability of agriculture by providing 
landowners, policy makers, and industry with research driven information about how to 
profitably integrate renewable energy onto farms and ranches in the Intermountain West. 

Micro‐hydroelectric power generation is a renewable source of constant base‐load electricity. 
Unlike solar or wind, which rely on limited daylight and intermittent weather patterns, water 
flows at relatively predictable annual rates and can potentially be used to generate renewable 
energy 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.  

The development of micro‐hydroelectric projects on Colorado ranches could displace existing 
base‐load electricity generated by coal‐fired power plants thereby reducing the production of 
global warming greenhouse gasses while simultaneously adding value to agricultural 
enterprises. 

Flux Farm Foundation was awarded a Conservation Innovation Grant (CIG) from the Colorado 
Natural Resource Conservation Service (CO NRCS) to develop the micro-hydroelectric feasibility 
study project.  Flux Farm Foundation used NRCS CIG project funds to assist landowners in 
conducting technical micro-hydroelectric feasibility studies -- discussing power purchasing 
agreements with utility providers, addressing environmental concerns associated with micro-
hydroelectric project development, collecting information on water rights, understanding 
project economics, and assessing state and federal permitting requirements.  

Projects were selected to create a representative sample of micro-hydroelectric opportunities 
in the region. Below are summary case studies for the following projects: 

 Jackson Lake Canal Hydro Project 

 Wenschhof Hydro Project 

 Wildcat Ranch Hydro Projects 

 Capitol Creek Ranch Hydro Project    
 
Additional information is available on the Flux Farm Foundation website at www.fluxfarm.com.  
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Jackson Lake Canal Hydro Project 
 

Project Overview 
 

Roland Hoch, owner of the Lazy H Ranch near Mancos, Colorado completed a feasibility 
assessment for installation of a 300 kilowatt micro-hydro generating unit to be installed at a 
drop chute along the outlet canal of Jackson Gulch Reservoir.   The proposed project would 
generate about 900,000 kilowatt-hours annually.  The total cost of the project -- including 
design, permitting, and construction -- would be approximately $1,100,000.   
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Project Components 
 

The project includes the following components: 

 

 Installation of a new concrete intake structure 

to be installed in the existing outlet canal at the 

top of the drop chute to divert water from the 

outlet canal into the penstock (person in photo 

at right is standing at approximate location of 

new intake).  

 Installation of a buried 30” HDPE pipeline next 

to the existing concrete drop chute (photo 

below right). 

 Construction of a 30-foot by 30-foot steel frame 

powerhouse on a concrete pad adjacent to the 

stilling basins (located roughly where person is 

shown walking in photo below ) which will 

contain two fixed geometry pump turbines: one 

with a rated flow of 14.5 cfs, the other with a 

rated flow of 8.3 cfs. 

 Installation of a  short  corrugated steel tailrace 

culvert connecting the powerhouse to the  

existing stilling basin. 

 Improvements to the existing access road. 
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Project Site Overview  
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Project Conclusions  
 

The project is economically feasible if it were to receive grant funding from USDA for 
approximately 25% of the total project cost and a Department of Treasury 1603 grant equal to 
approximately 30% of the total project cost.    

Challenges and Lessons Learned 
 

Electrical Interconnection.  The local electric utility, Empire Electric Association, was concerned 

about exceeding their 4-percent voltage dip limit when bringing the hydro plant online. HDR 

Engineering believed this could be resolved with proper controls, switching and relay protection 

which most likely would require local utility equipment modification -- adding items such as 

instrument transformers, a possibly more expensive generator step-up transformer and 

additional customer-owned relays.  Empire would also want a more detailed interconnection 

study before rendering a definitive final opinion as to interconnection – an issue which would 

apply to any hydro project connected to a distribution feeder line with limited capacity.       

 

Competing Claims About Project Development Rights. Flows from Jackson Lake into the 

Jackson Lake Canal are controlled by the Mancos Water Conservancy District, which has an 

Operations and Maintenance contract with Reclamation.   The District believes that it has 

priority rights to develop the hydro project, notwithstanding the fact that the project site is 

located on private property, the Lazy H Ranch.  Conflict over development rights could 

potentially hinder any hydro project with multiple entities claiming project development rights.      

 

Permitting Requirements. Since the project would utilize the concrete flume built by the 

Bureau of Reclamation facility, Reclamation staff initially stated that the permitting process 

would be straightforward through Reclamation’s Lease of Power Privilege process.  

Subsequently, however, Reclamation lawyers stated that peculiarities regarding Congressional 

authorizing legislation for the Jackson Lake Project meant that hydro development would 

require passage of special legislation to authorize hydro development along Jackson Gulch 

Canal – delaying project development.   
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Wenschhof Hydro Project 
 

Project Overview 
 

George Wenschhof, a rancher in 

Meeker, Colorado and the owner and 

operator of the Wenschhof Cattle 

Company participated in the Natural 

Resources Conservation Services 

(NRCS) Environmental Quality 

Incentives Program (EQIP) to convert 

his irrigation from flood to a sprinkler 

system. He installed a large center 

pivot sprinker system as well as a 

small hydroelectric generating 

facility. The turbine will produce enough power to offset the electrical demands of the center 

pivot and all ranch operations.  This project was completed in November 2011 with assistance 

from the NRCS and the Governor’s Energy Office Renewable Energy Development Team.  

Project Components 
 

The project included the following components: 

 An improved intake and screen at the Miller Creek Ditch. 

 Pipeline that feeds both the center pivot sprinkler and the hydroelectric turbine.  

 A 23 kW double nozzle Pelton Turbine and induction generator with all associated controls.   

 An extension of the three phase power to the power house.  

 A power house to house the turbine, generator and controls.  

 A discharge basin below the power house, with a small pump that can be used to irrigate fields 

lower on the ranch and an overflow pipe.  

 

 

Powerhouse 

Penstock Alignment 
Powerhouse 

Penstock Alignment 
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        Project Site Overview 
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Project Conclusions  

The project proved to be 

economically favorable. Mr. 

Wenschhof was able to utilize the 

infrastructure put in place for the 

center pivot to also benefit the 

hydropower facility. The NRCS 

assisted the project with funding 

towards the turbine itself. By only 

producing enough electricity to 

offset the demands of the ranch, 

the value of the electricity 

produced is the retail rate of close 

to 11 cents/kWh.  This project will save the ranch approximately $10,000 - $13,000 per year in electrical 

bills. Center pivot sprinkler systems consume a large amount of energy; incorporating a hydroelectric 

turbine in a center pivot project can make the entire project more cost effective.  

Challenges and Lessons Learned 
 

Funding:  Mr. Wenschhof received the U.S. Treasury Section 1603 Grant, although the 

evaluation period for the Treasury grant extended much beyond expectations. This forced Mr. 

Wenschhof to seek short term financing to cover expenses during this period. The Colorado 

Governor’s Energy Office Renewable Energy Development Team assisted in discussions with the 

local bank to help them understand financing a project like this. In general local banks are 

unfamiliar with renewable energy projects, and are reluctant to make long term financial 

commitments.  

 

Permitting:  This project was the first project in the State to receive a FERC permit with 

assistance from the Governor’s Energy Office Streamlined FERC Permitting program.  The 

permit was awarded in approximately 2 months after the final application was submitted to 

FERC. Mr. Wenschhof hired Applegate Group to assist in the preparation of the final 

application. It took about 6 months to prepare all of the documentation that was needed for 

the final application. Without the GEO program, the process would have been longer and more 

costly to complete.    
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Wildcat Ranch Hydro Projects 
 

Project Overview 
 

The Wildcat Ranch is a low density residential 

subdivision located in Snowmass, Colorado. The 

subdivision consists of 6,800 acres with 15 home 

sites and a considerable amount of open space. 

Irrigation water is used on the Ranch for hay 

production and lawn watering.  Three alternative 

hydro sites were identified, the Halle Pipeline, the 

Wildcat Creek and the Snowmass Ditch 

alternative.  After an initial screening of water 

rights, water availability and a cost benefit 

analysis, the Snowmass Ditch alternative was 

considered unfeasible. The Halle Pipeline 

alternative and the Wildcat Creek site were 

evaluated further. 
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Project Components 
 

The proposed project on the Halle Pipeline included the following components: 

 A new 12” penstock will be installed from the McKenzie Wildcat Ditch intake structure to the 

power house utilizing approximately 250 feet of gross head, and between 2 and 5.6. cfs of flow. 

 The McKenzie Wildcat Ditch intake structure and screen will be improved. 

 An 85 kW double nozzle Pelton turbine and three phase induction generator will be housed in 

the power house.  

 The three phase power line will be extended from Lake Wildcat Road.   

 The return flows from the turbine will be directed to one of two places. During normal irrigation 

of the lower pastures, water will be diverted back into the Halle Pipeline. When irrigation water 

is not needed, the return flows can be directed into the Wildcat Reservoir through an existing 

wasteway. A ditch will need to be constructed to carry flows from the turbine to the wasteway.  

 

The proposed project on Wildcat Creek included the following components: 

 A trench intake with a wedge wire screen will be installed in Wildcat Creek to divert water into 

the penstock.  

 A 12”-18” HDPE penstock will be installed generally following the alignment of the road.  

 For this site two turbine sizes were considered, a larger size that will utilize more of the flow 

available in the creek and a smaller size that have a lower capital cost but produce less power. 

The smaller alternative will utilize approximately 240 feet of gross head and between 1 and 3 cfs 

of flow, leaving between 7 and 8 cfs in the creek in the summer, 1 to 3 in the fall and all the 

natural flow in the winter and early spring. The larger alternative will use between 3.5 and 9 cfs, 

and leave between 2 and 3 cfs in the creek during the summer and fall and the natural flow in 

the winter and early spring. The larger and smaller Pelton turbines will produce 140 and 40 kW 

respectively.  

 The power house will be located near the maintenance building and will be obscured from site 

by the surrounding trees. Based on the size of the turbine, it is estimated that the building will 

need to be at least 16’ by 16’, up to possibly 20’ x 20’ for the larger turbine. 

 The existing power line is very close to the powerhouse location, so minimal extension of the 

power line will be required.  

 Tail water will return to Wildcat Creek. 

Powerhouse 

Penstock Alignment 
Powerhouse 

Penstock Alignment 

Powerhouse 

Penstock Alignment 
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         Project Site Overview 
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Project Conclusions  

 
The planning, design, and construction of the Wildcat Ranch Hydro Project requires an upfront 

investment of between $550,000 and $990,000.  Incorporating the Treasury Department’s Investment 

Tax Credit is critical to project economics and lowers overall project costs by between $170,000 and 

$300,000.  In all scenarios, the project’s Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is boosted by 2%- 3% when 

incorporating the Investment Tax Credit.  

The anticipated IRR for the projects range from nearly 6.3% to negative 1.2%.   Given current project 

costs, funding mechanisms, and anticipated revenues, the Halle option provides the most consistent 

financial return of 6.3%. 

Challenges and Lessons Learned 

 
Water Rights:  The third alternative, Snowmass Creek, was dismissed early in the process 

because of potential water rights issues. The study showed that using an existing diversion that 

is currently used for other purposes, i.e. irrigation, will simplify the water rights associated with 

the project as hydropower can be considered incidental to the decreed beneficial use.        

 

Existing Infrastructure: Initially it was envisioned that the Halle Pipeline could be used for the 

penstock of the project. Although after further analysis it was shown that the existing pipeline 

was undersized for use as a penstock. Most of the energy in the pipeline would be lost to 

friction and not available for power production.  

 

Development Cost: Both of these sites had relatively high development costs due to the lack of 

available existing infrastructure. With grants and incentives the economic feasibility was 

marginally favorable.  
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Capitol Creek Ranch Hydro Project 
 

Project Overview 
 

Steve Child, one of the owners of Capitol 
Creek Ranch, initiated a study to explore the 
Ranch’s potential to produce clean, renewable 
hydropower. The Ranch is located near 
Snowmass, Colorado and has an irrigation 
system consisting of open ditches at varying 
elevations fed by Capitol Creek. The purpose 
of the study was to explore the numerous 
scenarios possible on the Ranch and choose a 
preferred alternative.  Many potential 
scenarios were identified and screened based 
on location, power production, preliminary 
cost/benefit, water rights and availability as 
well as other critical criteria. The preferred hydro project alternative is a “run of the river” type 
power plant utilizing water from the Sandy Ditch that will produce a maximum of 365 kW of 
electricity, with annual energy production between 850,000 and 1,450,000 kWh. 

 

Project Components 
 

The proposed hydroelectric facility will divert water from Capitol Creek at the Sandy Ditch 
Headgate. The intake to the penstock will be located in the Sandy Ditch approximately 4650 
feet downstream of the headgate. This portion of the Sandy Ditch will be enlarged to carry the 
additional flow.  A 24 inch penstock will be constructed to the power house location for a 
length of approximately 6000 feet and fall a total of 450 feet. The power house will house a 365 
kW double nozzle Pelton turbine and a three phase, synchronous generator. Flows exiting the 
turbine will enter the Green Meadow ditch or be directed further downstream to the 
McPherson ditch.  The existing single phase power line will be upgraded to three phase from 
the nearby Monastery to the new power house.  
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Project Site Overview 
 

Capitol Creek Ranch is located in Old 

Snowmass, Colorado within the Capitol 

Creek drainage.  The Ranch consists of 

approximately 1500 acres of forest and 

agricultural grazing land. Half of the 

property is currently held in a 

conservation easement by the Aspen 

Valley Land Trust, while the other half of 

the property is in the process of being 

placed in the same type of conservation 

easement. Three major creeks cross the 

Capitol Creek Ranch property; the Capitol Creek, Nicholson Creek and Little Elk Creek. 

Numerous irrigation ditches also cross the property, including some owned and operated by 

the Ranch, and others by neighboring ranches.  

 

Project Conclusions 
 

The planning, design, and construction of the Capitol Creek Hydro Project requires an upfront 

investment of between $1.4 and $1.9 million. Receiving USDA Grant funding is critical to project 

economics. Without USDA grant funding, none of the alternatives generate a positive Net 

Present Value using lower flow estimates. Also important to the project’s economic return is 

the Treasury Department’s Investment Tax Credit. Estimated annual project revenues are based 

on the projected energy output from the hydro facility and Holy Cross Energy as the assumed 

purchaser.  Given current project costs, funding mechanisms, and anticipated revenues, the 

365kW option provides the most consistent financial return. The IRR for the Capital Creek 

Hydro Project preferred option (365 kW) is between 8% and 13%.  
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Challenges and Lessons Learned 
 

Utility Interconnection: The size of any electricity generating facility at the Capitol Creek Ranch 

is going to be influenced by the requirements of Holy Cross, the local utility provider. The 

project site is located near the end of the power line, and the substation is located quite a 

distance away.  The ultimate recommendation was for a three phase synchronous generator -- 

which would require upgrading the overhead power line from single phase to a three phase line 

for a length of approximately 7000 feet.     

 

High Development Cost:  The most favorable project development site still had relatively high 

development costs due to the lack of available existing infrastructure, including penstock and 

electrical interconnection.  

 

Property Owner Agreement to Proceed: Initially it was envisioned that, subsequent to 

completion of the feasibility, next steps would be taken to develop the project.   The project did 

not proceed -- among other reasons – because of lack of agreement among all owners of the 

Capitol Creek Ranch to go forward with hydro development.     

 

 

 

 


